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I. Introduction

So far the existing literature on the multi user random access communication systems has been

dealing with a homogeneous population of users [1]-[51. There are many practical applications, however,

where it is desired that some packets experience shorter delays than the average regular packet of the

system. If all users are to use the same communication system, then the need for dividing the population

of users into two classes arises.

* There are cases of communication systems with homogeneous population of users where, at specitic

known time periods, the input traffic to the channel decreases significantly with respect to the nominal

point of operation of the system. As a result, the average packet delay decreases but the utilization of the

system decreases as well. Under those conditions, we can improve the utilization of the system by letting

a second class of same priority users have access to the system. By controlling the rate of the input traffic

coming from the second class, we can achieve induced average packet delays for both classes around the

"* • nominal point of the original class. In that case, the same algorithm applies to both classes and in fact we

have a homogeneous user population. A second option is to adopt an algorithm that gives priority to the

packets of the original class. In that case, it is expected that if the induced average packet delay of the

W original (high priority) class is around its nominal value, then the induced delays of the second class will

be significantly larger. On the other hand, the low priority packet traffic, that induces the nominal

average packet delay for the high priority class, is expected to be much larger than in the previous case of

the equivalent classes. If the users of the second class can wait for the occurence of the low traffic time

periods of the original system, then it is reasonable to assume that those users can tolerate an additional

delay of a small number of packet lengths. Thus, by using a system with users with different priorities,

we can greatly increase the utilization of a system at essentially no cost.

In a mobile user environment where users move in and out of the range of the system, or move from

region to region, fast moving users may need to experience shorter delays than the regular ones: this may

be necessary to make packet transmission possible while the user is still inside the region. Also, users

.NO



that are close to the boundaries of a region and are going to move outside it, should experience shorter

delays.

In a static user environment there are also cases in which some packets have high priority and

should reach their destination faster than the regular ones. High priority packets can be those which are

generated by high priority users (e.g. important users, or users that can pay more for better service), or can

_ he packets that are generated by any user of the system but the information that is carried is characterized

as important and deserves high priority in its transmission.

An important measure of performance of a communication system is the induced average packet

delay. In some environments, there may exist strict constraints on the delay that some packets can

tolerate. If a threshold is exceeded, the packet is considered to be lost and the average number of those

-. packets can be a measure of performance. By considering that those special packets form a separate class

*- which is given priority by the system, we might be able to reduce the induced delays of those packets

* below the rejection threshold and thus greatly improve the performance of the system.

In the next two sections the communication system and the suggested algorithm are described. In

sections IV and V throughput and delay analysis are performed, while in the last section the results of the

analysis are shown and conclusions are drawn.

II. The Communication System

We consider a large population of users that use a single communication channel. We assume that

users which for some reason need to have some priority over the rest of the population, form the high

priority class. It is assumed that the packet traffic generated by that class represents only a small
4'

h6 tw percentage of the total traffic that is served by the system. In other words, we assume that the packets that

need special service are rare and this is a realistic assumption at least for the environments that \ cre

S.described above.

The input traffic to the channel that is generated by each class of users is assumed to be iPoisson

distributcd with intensities Xf and k, respectively; the Poisson model is proved to be an appropriate nodcl

2
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for the cumulative traffic that is generated by a large population of bursty users, which is aSsumed to he

the case in the system under consideration.

Messages are assumed to be packetized and of fixed length: it is assumed that time axis is slotted

and that the beginning of a packet transmission coincides with the beginning of a slot.

All users may access the channel as long as they have a packet to transmit- the lir, t transmission

attempt takes place at the beginning of the first time slot that follows the packet generation instant.

* Because of the freedom that the users enjoy in accessing the channel, a transmission attempt results in

either a successful packet transmission, or in a packet collision if more than one packet iransmissions

were attempted in the same time slot. Thus it becomes obvious that an algorithm is necessarN in order for

the conflicts to be resolved and the channel to remain usable.

. It is assumed that all users that have a packet to transmit (and only these users need to do that) keep

%sensing the channel and are capable of detecting a packet collision: that is, we assume that a binary

feedhack information is available to all active users before the end of the current slot, rcic.aimg whether

the slot was involved in a packet collision (C) or not (NC). Channel errors are not taken into

"J consideration and packet collision is the only event that results in unsuccessful transmission

,* Il1. Description of the Algorithm

The first time transmission policy is kept the same for both classes of users: it is simple and implies

that a packet is transmitted at the beginning of the lirst slot following the packet generation in,,tant. It is
.

apparent that if the two classes are to experience different delays, the\: should follow differnt steps in the

_- collision resolution procedure.

-W We are Loing to use a simple limited sensing colli,,ion resolutioi alorlin. iTh Ic d \Cl i:

charictcristic is apparently important for a mobile I u,cr environment sn.c rile tusers t11a1\ ., 'l he able to

know the histor' of the channel before their packet gcceration irn,,tant. We assumic that th" -ivtc of a user

is dtclmined by the conlcnlt of a counter that is assigned to each one of them. this conii,-1 ', upddtd

.ccordln, to the stcps of the aligorillm and the fedback from the chinnel. ['Kers 1.hosC .:er .ontCnt

o• 
0

o3
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at the beginning of a time slot is equal to one, transmit in that slot.
9

Let ci (c.S) denote the counter content of a high priority (regular) user, at the beginning of the i time

- slot. Let also Fi, Fi(C,NC), denote the channel feedback information just before the end of the i time

slot. The steps of the collision resolution algorithm consist of the following counter updating procedures

that take place at the end of each time slot.

(A) If Fi =C then

f C-1 i+=l with probability

+c=2 with probability 1-0

C +l=2 with probability o- ci = I' S
• 'Ci+ 1=3 with probability 1--o

- ci = r -- ci+1-r+2, r>2 , jE(s,f)

(B) If Fi = NC then

ci=r- c+ - r-l, r___l, je(s,f)

The first time transmission policy can also be described by using the concept of the counter; it

simply implies that a new user sets the counter equal to one at the end of the slot in which its packet

arrival took place. It did not seem to us reasonable to develop different first time transmission policies for

the two classes of users. It would probably be a waste of the channel capacity to give priority to rarely

* appearing high priority packets, before it becomes known that a collision took place. If a conflict occurs,

* then the collision resolution algorithm offers some priority to the high priority packets that were involved

* in the conflict.

From the description of the algorithm it can be easily observed that the system is of continuous

entry, i.e. new users enter the system at the beginning of the first slot that follows their packet arrival,

unlike what happens in the blocked access algorithms [21: furthermore, it is obvious that the system is a

last-come-first-served one. The limited sensing characteristic of the algorithm, together with the lack of

need for a central controller to coordinate the users, increase the robustness and applicability of the

system.

.eY9"
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IV. Throughput Analysis

In this section we derive bounds on the stability region of the algorithm. For this purpose, we use

the concept of the session and develop recursive equations to describe the operation of the system. A

* session is defined as a number of consecutive slots, as it is explained in the next paragraph. If t high

priority users and v regular ones attempted a packet transmission in the first slot of a session, then the pair

(t.v determines the multiplicity of that session.

• In the sequence, we define a session of multiplicity (i.,v), I>O, v>O and i.+v> 1, by using the

concept of a virtual stack and a marker, the stack is assumed to have infinite number of cells. We assume

that the system starts operating at time t=O and that the marker is placed in cell 0. The first slot involved

* in a packet collision marks the beginning of a session of multiplicity (it,v), if pt+v packets were involved

in that original collision. At this time the marker is placed in either cell 3 or cell 2, depending on whether

a low priority user was involved in that conflict, or not. In the sequence, the market moves two cells

* upwards or one cell downwards, depending on whether the feedback was C or NC. respectively. The

movement of the marker takes place at the end of a slot. The slot in which the marker moves to cell 0, is

the last slot of the session. The first slot involved in a collision that will follow, marks the beginning of

: • another session of multiplicity (p.,v), pO, v>0 and .t+v>l, if p. high priority and v low priority packets

were collided. Sessions of multiplicity (p.,v), pt+v!l, result in no movement of the marker and are

defined to have length equal to one time slot. It should be noted that sessions cannot be identified by the

users and that they are only used in the analysis of the operation of the system.

From the previous definitions it is easy to conclude that the multiplicities of the sessions are

independent identically distributed random variables with probability density function

:P p.(.v) = Pt.)P,(v), where PWF=t), P,(S=\v) are Poisson density functions with parameters ., and X

|-, respectively • and + are the cumulative input traffic rates generated by users %%ith or without pnortV

respectively. At this point we give the following definition for the stability region of the system.

r)cl ition:

54'l.
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If for an input traffic pair (Xf, X,), the expected value of the session length of multiplicity (pg,v) is

9

finite, for g. and v finite, then we say that the operation c ' the system is stable and the pair (?,,, k,) belongs

to the stability region of the system. The maximum overall sets of stable points (Xf, ks) determines the

maximum stable throughput region and is denoted by Sm~

Let t(l.,v) denote the length of a session of multiplicity (p.,v). From the description of the algorithm

we derive the following recursive equations.

T j
0 

= + TO1 , F,S, + T Lj-O,+2,S2 ' l.J.2()

Toy = + TF1 S1 + T F2o1 l+52 + T 3 ,v.-o1 +S3 ' v !2

vI ,o1+F,,S1  9±-i 1+F72,(Y+S2 +TFv--,+S, p1,v 1

where F1, Si are independent Poisson distributed random variables with parameters Xf and X. respectively;

1,yare independent random variables that follow the binomial distribution with parameters 4,0 and v,o

respecti~ely.

Let Lg~ be the expected value of the length of a session of multiplicity (4,v). By considering the

expectations of both sides of the equations in (1), we obtain the infinite dimensional linear system of

,

equations with respect to ,v

jL~vi>0 +vaj 0 (2)
40X k--j k

where h =I for tI O, v O and a P,V > 0, for all nonnegative p.,v,kj, are given in Appendix A.

Since it is not possible for the above system to be solved, we will try to find bounds on L,,. The

existence of an upper bound on LL,,l that is finite for g. and v finite, will provide a lower bound on the

maximum stable throughput, according to the previous definition. We found that the quantity

Lu 0= L('u' =LU0 =I

Le f= at + ope+ioy, I <"t+v< 3 )

p 1
: we dersaie the inequlingrcrsvyqutos

q6

.I , 0 = "10, = 11 0 90. 1
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k=0j=0

,.' for a = a(Xf,XV,,), 13 = ( and y="AXf,X s,,o) properly chosen. To find proper values for

ax, and y, we substituted (3) into (4) and three categories of infinite number of inequalities were

obtained. By properly choosing y and P to satisfy some initial inequalities and by using numerical search

techniques and/or the limiting inequalities as t--->o and/or v---, we found a proper value for c, so that

all three categories of inequalities be satisfied.

It is trivial to enumerate the unknown quantities L,.,v that appear in (2), by finding a mapping rule

from the set Q (([.tv), tzZ, vEZ 0 ) onto the set of nonnegative integers Zo. Then, the system in (2) can

be written as

Li= hi + - aj'Lj (5)
j=O

where iFZ corresponds to a specific pair (Rv). The references that are given throughout the analysis are

related to the solutions of systems of the form (5). Since, as we have just noticed, systems (5) and (2) are

".* equivalent, the results that appear in the references concerning the solutions of (5) extend naturally' to the

. solutions of (2).

From the existence of the Lu and since h > 0 and a 4V> 0, for all nonnegative pv,kj, it is
1 V L'vkj -

. implied ([71,[1]) that the infinite dimensional linear system of equations (2) has a unique nonnegative

* solution that satisfies

0 _ L, 5 L v = at + 3v +y.

" In Fig. I, a lower bound, Smax , on Snax is plotted; the stable region includes all points .,'X,) for which a

bound, as in (3) that satisfies (4), was possible to be obtained.

If only the high prionty class is using the communication channel then the system iill he able to

serve lar.cr traffic (- _ 0.357) than in the case in which only low priority usrs were served ( ,, 0.32)

This is not surprising since the procedures of the algorithm are the same for both classes, with the only

siLenificant diifference that there is always a waste of the first slot after a coli,,ion among low prioity

7
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users. As a consequence, there is a reduction in the maximum stable throughput when only the class of

the low priority users is served.
An upper bound, Su,, , on the maximum stable throughput can also be obtained. This bound is

yiven bv the set of all pairs (Xt, X) that provide a nonnegative solution to a truncated version of the

system in (2) [81, [4]. By using a large number of equations we generally obtain a tight upper bound.

The upper bound that was obtained for jg5, v<10 is plotted in Fig. 1.

S

V. Delay Analysis

In this section, upper and lower bounds on the average packet delay are derived. It turns out that, on

the average, high priority packets experience shorter delays the regular ones.

The existence of r,:newal slots, under stable operation of the system, that mark the beginning of

statistically identical sessions, implies that the operation of the system can be described by a regnerative

*j process. Under these conditions, we can draw conclusions about the limiting behavior of the system by

- manipulating quantities that are defined on a session 19], [10]. The application of regenerative theory

procedures to the delay analysis of random access algorithms, appears in [121, [4]. The same results can
-w I

Sbe obtained hv using directly the strong law ofhlare numbers [11], [71.

- , Let Wt and \W, he the mean cumulative delay of all high priority or regular packets respectively•

" .at arrve in a single session- the time interval between a packet arrival instant and the beginning of the

time slot that follows the packet arrival, is not included in W, or W. If D, and 1), denote the average

delay of a high priority or a regular packet respectively, then from the discussion in the previous

paragraph, \ e have

I1"1
,< 0.5 + -S- D, _0. 5 + MM ~a

w w

0.5+ D, 0 5 + -01)
, u  L'

Ahcrc \V. \V 1, I. and \W w, \\1 " denote lower and upper hounds on the correspondins, qtinanttics: I. iS

..
' % % " ,% . , , . - - .,. .. ° . .- • ". ." .• "•"j" •" "'• "" -" " " * " " -" -".

• ,¢C',,' .... ". ',, , .,.,' .'% '5,. ",.'%... *t % & -- , ',. , .,, a.. N..,, .,da7. r.a L 2 . _., .L- ,I L,', ,ta,,;. .-- a
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the average sessions length and .5 is the mean packet delay until the beginning of the first tIme sl,,t th'1t

follows the packet arrival.

A lower bound on L can be obtained by solvin a truncated verson of the system i (2). Let I N"

be the solution of the finite system in which only L,. v for p.. M, v<_N are considered. For ( 'S, ,) s;., it

is guaranteed that 0 !_ MN < L4. ([81, [71) and thus, L .N is a lower bound n L,, By assuming

L .v = 0, .t>%1 or v>N, and considering the expected value of L MN with respect to (il..L ve obtain a

O low.er bound, Lt, on the mean session length.

The quantity that appears in (3) can serve as an upper bound on Lu,. This bound is arbitrary and it

- tN
is generally loose. If Lv is the solution of the finite system of equations

- MN - M1 N - MNLo0 o = Lo, =L ,0 = 1 (7a)

IM N

L .N =H5  + a L- 0<p.<M, 0<v<N, l<jt+v (7b),'.' L .,v = ~Nuv+ -- akj tk~j . ..

k=Oj=O

. where

H .,v =hp.,v + .a Lkj

k=M+l j=N+I

* and L u k>M orj>N are given by (3), then L MN.N is an upper bound on L that is generallv tighter than
Lu  . -u

L. [4], [81. An upper bound on L is thus obtained by considering the expected value of with respect

to ( N,v); where

i.. u --M,N
Lv = , L V ,0t<M, 0-v<-N (8a)

L4 V = Lu, otherwise. (Sb)

In the sequence, wke derive bounds on W, and WV. Let (,) '%. and o) be the cumulative delays of the

high priority and the regular packets. respecti,,clv, that amve during a session of multiplicity (.,'). It is

- eav to ohervc from the descrptikn on the aleolihni that (t) 1 and i, 'ati-fy the tollo,,ing recursive

" e (l io9. ,

S),(. I ' H!1
-  , O IC (Ga)
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f = L+ f )T 0f

c.o = p. ,+ o+,,s, + ( "LP1 )r , , + °%-- 1 +F2s2 , j> 2 (9b)

f = f f f
0,v = 0)F,,S + 0)3 ,s F,,v-o+s, v>2 (9c)

f f f f
= I + O ,s + (p.- I)t +FS , + +.-+F,+S )

,v--+S , , v l (9d)

and

00,o0- 01,o0 0o)l =1 (9e)

-0 So = o,+F,,S, + (0 -O,+F 2,S, p2 (9
0) Q''-, + (9g0('s + VT +0s + sCO>

0,v + V 
)

F,,S, + + 0 ) F2 ,ao+S2 + (V-O1)TF2,ol+S2 FV-oY+S 3  (9g)
0) .,v V + (0+F,,Sl + VTo,+F,,Sl + (V...)T .-. O1+F2 ,o1 +S2 +%- .. +F2,o1 +S2  F3,v-o1 +S3  Vi Vl (9h)

where all variables are as defined in (1). By considering the expectations of the above equations we

obtain the following infinite dimensional linear systems of equations

(f W f  W fW0,0= O'l =, 1,o-I(0a
w 1 0 =l

f = f Lv f

W gv =9,V + a j Wkj ' g+v>l (lOb)
9 k=Oj=O

WOO= W, 0 W , =1  (lOc)

S = S LVWt,v= g,v +  ak~j Wk~j I 9t+v>l (10d)

k=Oj=O
f s R'vwhere g41V, g4,v are given in Appendix B and ak j , for g,v,kj nonnegative, are the same as in (2) and

appear in Appendix A.

By following procedures similar to those that were used to obtain bounds on L, we derive upper and
f s

lower bounds of Wf and WS. It turned out that a universal initial upper bound on W and W was hard

to obtain. Thus, we had to divide Smax into several regions and derive bounds valid for (Xf,Xs) in a

;specific region. At that point, we made the assumption that the high priority traffic is much lower than

the regular one and assumed X.f to correspond to less than 20% of the total traffic. This assumption

seemed to us to be realistic and bounds were obtained for the operation region of the system

10



EZ

- Sop ={(?f,?) 0 <0.065, 0X Xs.max(xf

where Xs,raxO) can be obtained from Fig. 1. The following upper bounds on W and V,, satisft\in2

inequalities similar to those in (4), were obtained.

W flu = + + +L , Xs.(*,.)++,k-s max(Xt), 0<X<0.065 (I LO
, = 6+ + 0+ L

.,." Cu = 2 + EN. + u 0<<_,.*(XI) 0<X-<0.065 Ih)

W=.y +Ev 2 +Ov+L . ,, _ (llc/

S'u +v2+Luv , 0_<Xs! Xs**(Xf), 0_<4_<0.065 (I Id)

where ;Xs*(Xf) and ks**(0h-) are some values of X, less than Xsmax(X) and Lu,, is given by (3).

The existence of the above upper bounds guarantees that the finite dimensional linear systems of

equations

M N
, fMN gf V +"Vay f,MN O<M, 0_5v_<N

=g kj kj , - (12a)
k=Oj=O

M N

,-k + .. .. . (I 2b)

k=Oj=O

have a unique nonnegative solution that is a lower bound on W and W' respectively, forffWS

0_<ILM, 0_<v<_N. By using zero as a lower bound on W f and W v for ji > M or v > N. and considering

the expectations with respect to (j~v) we obtain a lower bound on Wf and W, respectively.
IL

r. A tighter upper bound on W, and W s can be obtained, as explained earlier in this section, by solving

the finite dimensional linear systems of equations

'9 - f.N - fM,N fM,N...- == 0 w = 1 (13a)
Wo,0 NWo , z,1,N

t:,.' .MN f fa, - %. .Pj.  ,l a=. + . 0_p< M, 0<\'<N, lt+v> (13b)

and

-S,, .N - s\,.N . ,.N
.0 = W =0 , WI I (13c)

1i.6
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WMMN
.- s,N s v -sMNwJ' = G rt + X akj W', 0<_I. M, 0<v<N, "J+v> 1(1d

Lv G Z a" !v , ~>9V k=0= j k~j (1 3d)
k=Oj=0

f- where and G S are given in Appendix C. An upper bound on Wf and W s is then obtained bvwhreG,V WtVf

' considering the expected value of W, v and Wii~v with respect to (v), where

* fu -fM
W> '=W ' , O .L M, O:5v5N

VV fu = W ,l , otherwise

-4 and
and 

sU - s ,M,N

Wv =v W , .M, 0<v<N

WVsu = W s~ , otherwise
gV k V

, The bounds on L, Wf, W s that were obtained in this section for some values of (X1-,X,)ESop are shown in

table 1. By substituting those bounds in (6), we calculated tight upper and lower bounds on Df and DS;

. these bounds appear also in table 1 for some values of (Xf, X)F-SOP.

" ,VI. Results and Conclusions

The algorithm that we developed and analyzed is supposed to operate in an environment where two

*. classes of users with different priorities are accommodated. An algorithm for a homogeneous user

-tpopulation that would work in a similar way and use binary feedback information and simple splitting

after a collision, has been found to achieve a maximum stable throughput of - .36 [13]. The algorithm

d that we suggest for a non-homogeneous population achieves total throughput, at least, between .320 -

.357 depending on the contribution of the two classes to the total input traffic.

In Fig. 2. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, plots of the bounds on Df and D, versus X,, for Xf1 .01, X--=O.03 and

S4)t-0.065 respectively, are shown. These values of X. correspond to an input traffic coming from the high

priority class equal to - 3%, - 10e and - 20% of the total traffic that can be served by the system. From

the plots it can he observed that the high priority packets experience shorter delays than the packets of the
%•

other class: the difference is essential for k.>.52 sax' If the nominal point of operation of the system is

set around ;. =. then the average high priority packet delay is less than half the one of the other

-.12I.-
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class.

In table 1, the delay results of the suggested algorithm are compared with the delay, D*, that the

. homogeneous class equivalent algorithm (as described above), induces [131. Again we can observe that

always D <D* and particularly D <.5D* around the nominal point, the latter being delincd as before.

Since privileged service is offered to some users, there has to be a price that the rest of the

- population must pay. The first consequence is the small reduction in the total throughput, as mentioned

* before. The other penalty is the increased average low priority packet delay compared with the one that

' the homogeneous population equivalent algorithm induces. From table 1 we can see that, indeed, D.>D*,

as it was expected. The increase in D, is far from catastrophic and it is realistic to consider that it is

e €possible for a system to tolerate these delay increases for the low priority class, especially if strict

* limitations exist for the high priority users.

As an example, consider the communication system described in the second paragraph of the

Introduction. Assume that the input traffic of the original class at the nominal operating point is .25

- packets/packet length and thus the (desired) induccd average packet delay is 5.5 - 6.0 packet lengths (last

column of table I). Assume that at night, the input rate falls to 0.065 packets/packet length. At that time,

a second class of users is given permission to use the channel. If the induced average packet delay of the

original class has to be at most = 6.00 packet lengths, then depending on the case we observe the

following: (a) If the second class has the same priority as the original, then the additional input traffic

* rate that can be accommodated by the system is 0.185 packets/packet length. (b) If the second class has

low priority, then the additional input traffic rate becomes .25 packets/packet lengths (table 1). Thus,

there is an increase by z 35% of the additional traffic that can be accommodated, if the population of

* users is divided into two classees with different priorities. The increase in the average packet delay of the

low priority users is rather ncgligible compared to a realistic waiting time until these users are given

* Gperlission to access the channel.

h) 13
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maximum stable throughput; fand are

in packets/packet length.
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m.

'TL-u W - It , - D u -'D D.D D

.02 .01 1.000 0.010 0.010 1.555 1.590 - 1.57

.11 .10 1.046 0.013 0.195 1.829 2.369 -2.10
.01 .18 .17 1.176 0.019 0.663 2.186 3.815 -2.90

.26 .25 1.743 0.045 4.107 3.095 9.922 - 6.20

.31 .30 4.386 0.232 52.435 5.793 39.793 - 16.00

.32 .31 7.647 0.628 185.487 8.718 78.748 -23.00

.04 .01 1.003 0.034 0.011 1.632 1.678 - 1.66

.13 .10 1.063 0.046 0.220 1.951 2.571 -2.21

.20 .17 1.222 0.069 0.792 2.389 4.312 - 3.33

.28 .25 1.987 0.189 6.052 3.672 12.681 -8.33

.31 .28 3.401 0.505 27.108 5.453 28.961 - 16.00
" .32 .29 4.845 0.961 63.802 7.113 45.905 - 23.00

.075 .01 1.013 0.085 0.013 1.800 1.878 - 1.82

.165 .10 1.104 0.124 0.282 2.234 3.054 -2.70
.065 .235 .17 1.338 0.208 1.159 2.900 5.595 -4.33

/.315 .25 2.874 0.990 16.240 5.801 23.101 - 18.00
.325 .26 3.719 1.619 31.505 7.200 33.080 -26.00i

Table I
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Appendix A

The coefficients of the linear system of equations that appear in

(2) are given by the fo1lowin., cxpr-ssions.

) For -=O, v=0 or -=O, =I or ..=i, -= ,

a = 0
k-j

for all k > 0, j "0.

(:) For --=0, -_2,

(i) for 0 _ k ., 0 j

j j-

a '= Pf(k)PsQ) + P (k) b P j-l) 4- Pf(k) b (1 (j-l)
_ =0  1=0

(ii) for 0 - k j

a -= Pf(k)Ps(j) + Pf(k) T b (%-I)P (j-,.+l) + P (k) b (M)P (j-.+)
kj 1f k 1=0 s f 1=0

(,) For , >2, ,=0,

-~(i) for 0 < k < ,, 0 e j <

k k
ak= P ps(i) . b (k-i)P(i) + P ( j ) T b (' -k+i)Pf(i)

i=O i=0

(ii) for -.. k . ,-, 0 • -

a"= P, b (,--i)Pf(k-:+i) + P,(j) 7 b (i)Pf(k-+i)
k1=j i -1=

A.1

. .. . . -. .- . . . , . .



(2For > 1, > 1,

* (i)W for I) k- _ (1,

k k

* ' P ( b (k-i)P f(H I I' j -. k1)~ ( P(

1=0

-. a* k i's f (k--±i) + h. (iIP- (k- + h1 1p b 1 j-1I +
j=() t l(

+ P (k) h (-II? (i-1)
f

i i i f7or 0 k_

k k

s, Pbj h(k-i)P f W + + (.I ii ( - 1)P (j-.+l) +

+ P (k) b (I)P +j .1)

(i%,) for _k

a (j) h (,.-i)P (k-'..+i) b h lP (k->+j) b (%-1)P (j-.+1)+
1=0 i=0 =

) PG(I) M'( P (~ 1

A.2



where,

f s j
eL

Pf(k) = k' P(J) -
rk!

___ i *-i ~ _ _ 1( -1
i ~~~b (i) -i(-) i+ , b ( ! i! " I -

The following summations involvinc the coefLficients ak' were of

* wide use in the analysis of the algorithm.

a -' = 3 , 1,) a k_

--'a _ = 3 ( .2 ) - a ' k = 3] + (<1.' " 1 )+lk=O j-0 k--k

2 =3 a' 'k 31 1, 1), 7a ~ + (

k- j0 k- j==- - -

ir

k ) , 3- "1k)

a , = 2 ( ,, a kk 3 ' 2)

k=() j=() k=O j-if0

0,.- -

k=O j-O k= k0 k j S -

=+.+~- - ..0 + (.- , T -a ' ' +  ..

k=O O k,j f + f f

"' +- k=O- - O) . - " ( , ) (.

a = 3( +
V=0 j-() ,

- - 0, .2 .2 2
= + )+ (1 2 -(-)) + 2(1-')

k=O j=0

A.3
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00
it.. ,],k~~2 2fa' = 3(1, + 2 ) 2 i ,) 2 + 0 i :) (. i ' [

Y a' k2  + +~ + ;1-)- k,] f -f f -- -

k=O j=O

~~ ~.s ) + (1 -2 ( - ) ) + v (2 . + 2 ( - ) ( .> ,

Ik~ asJ3' + S 1)
k=0 j=0

•" ADPendix B

I-'" By considering the expectation in (9), we obtain the infinite

dimensional system in (10). The constants g and g are given by

f 0
1,0

9, f 0 , = , >0

, f + E(- ) + ,( u T >1, V>0 (B1)
1 1 F_

and

= 0 0 10

s V + E{VTF I S + ( 1S F2 '

191 29 F, 1  2
.'-L" + S ," ,-' I i $ }  00 > (B 2

• + f' S l + F 2 + S

A.4
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fFor the derivation of the tipper bounds on W and W s  that are given

- by 1ll', we calculated the quantities g and g by using the upper bound

(3) in the place of ,. = The tipper bounds (!1)are also upper

bounds on the sol ut ions f the system in (1 ) , whore the exact %altcs of

L are used in the derivation of 2 and [71, [8], [1] . 1W

using the upper bound in ( 3) we found the fo 1 lowin.g exnress ins.

f S)IN, (, -+B( )I O P)0

(B,)= gl-) + [1 .(l-)( + 7 + -1 -. ,- t S

(1- (b ()P )P ( () + b (O)P I()P (0)) - b ()P ) (O)P ( 0 -
f.- S f . 5 s

where = b (O)Pf(O)Ps(0) + b (1)PfO)P (0) -b (O)Pf(1 P (0) + b (O)Pf()P (0)

_,O f .O) s . f s (.) + "

S 9
(Bg) g = "(1-:) + +(2-( ++: + ,) - (1-)

S+ (-)(b (O)Pf(O)Ps(0) + Pf(O)P (0)) + (1--) (()Pf(0)Ps(0) +

+ b (()P1()Ps(1) + Pf(0)P (1)) + (--)b (, +)Pf(I)P (0) +

A.5
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-'

+ b (1)Pf(O)P (0))+ (l-S-y)(b (1)P (O)b (1J)Pf(0) +

+ b (0) Pf(0)P s(1) + b (0)P (l)b ()Pf(0)) + Iv +

+ b (1)P s(0)bP)Pf(0)(.+'-l)

For the derivation of the lower bound on W and Ws  that is given by the

* solution of (12) we simply substituted in (B), (B2) and (B3), the lower

bounds on L .

Appendix C

f 5
The constants G and G of the systems in (13) are given bv

f
1,0

G, f a ,lv f~u =,VO-, v: = 7 f , = 0, v>o ,
-. L,V k,j j --k=M+l j=N+I

G k aN+I k,j k,j IE 1 -1 +FIS I>l V0

"- and

s =1

• Gs  = kvs'ua 0,

V k, k,U

-K' '~v kM=,l~k+1 j=N+l kJ k ' j ' i'20 ,

G'a1, VkS, U +ET + (-IT , =0 > 1~

"C = " Y" a~k ~ Wk . + , 'S F2)17+S 2

-- +

= a"" W' + "u + E VT + Tk,j k QF
'' k=M+l j=N+] '' I 1 I+21+2

1Ij >O , >
5,A

'@ A.6
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By substituting the values for ~V ,u and W s,u from (11) and L LVin the place

of E{T }from (8), we finally obtain

V f u M N ~

k=0 j=0 k ,j k~j k j=0 kjk,j

WM N
f' \ ' V V f~u

G a kWOY=a k qj+k +
= ~.~k,j k~j kL L k'W' +~ lb)j(Jl

+ CIf + Sx + y] f P(F 1)P s(S 1 b( )~~+F )+3S1 +Y-L u

and

0,

M N
GS U 2j S: I~' t'j'' ~ V WSU

G k=0 j=0 a k k=O j=0 k : uj'~IO J

M N
s 1 ' ~su -: W a s,u + r V00 +p +1j

* ~~~k-0 j=0 k~ k j k=0 j=0 , j+VVO~~Y

+~-o [+ 6XfcY+-l] + Pf(F )P (S)[Lu
F <V sm

S < N

- atF- SSl- y] + ) Pf( 2)P (Sg)b(,1 (7 -% T,
F<M .F2' 1+S

- xF 2  0 (c 1 +S2))-Y] , :=0 V>l

A. 7



M NC ~ a~ ~ki~ak"' W . + V + V[LV A-c.f+-,Ks+y]

" kO j k k k j O k,j k,j f

+ v(i-:) [ - *+9 +2o(v- l)+Y + ] + Z Y Pf(F)P s(S 1 )b ( )

It1 +F <M

S 1<N

1 [U;+FI SSI  -F <(IF)BIT ¢S~M Yf 2 ") sS  1b ( l~ v ~z ) v 7 )12

¢ +S,2_ N

*

L U a("l-t +F2 - (+S u>O [V>L
1L +F2 +S 2 ) 2 1 2

-Me calculation of the infinite summations is carried out by using the

infinite summations that appear in Appendix A.
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